white composer-"The neglect of his person which he exhibited gave him a somewhat wild appearance. His features were strong and prominent; his eye was full of rude energy; his hair, which neither comb nor scissors seemed to have visited for years, overshaded his brow in a quantity and confusion to which only the snakes of Gorgon's head offer a parallel" (8). This description of the white composer, with its emphasis on the gory and the exaggerated, would seem more appropriate to a Kennedy black female.
The violence we have come to associate with a Kennedy play-for example, the bloody cleft in Patrice Lamumba's head in Funnyhouse of a Negro or the heinous tortures in A Rat's Mass-also occurs in She Talks, but it is in the background, not foregrounded with bloody props and graphic detail. We only hear about the violence in Beethoven's Vienna or Suzanne's Accra through reportage; it is not represented with gripping horror. For example, Suzanne reads from one of Beethoven's published diaries: " . . . the war with Napoleon escalated .... the Russians have retreated as far as Saint Polten. Vienna is in great danger of being swept over by marauding Chasseurs" (6), and a little later we hear an account by Barron of events in Vienna before the premiere of Fidelio: "To make matters worse, [Beethoven's] lodging was next to the city wall, and as Napoleon had ordered its destruction, blasts had just been set off under his windows" (11). In earlier Kennedy plays, audiences would have heard such blasts, not simply had them recounted at second or third hand. For example, in Funnyhouse bats pound characters in a ferocious assault. Aside from some references to David Alexander's absence, the sounds of violence are heard through the poetry of David Diop that Dr. Alexander reads over Ghanian radio. Diop's lines are rich in allusions to the murder of Mamba and the Martinsville Seven, but, again, there is no extended or gory representation of such events. The modulated terror in She Talks stems not from physical violence but from the artists' imparted confrontations with a dangerous reality. The assaults issue from fears of separation-on Beethoven's part with his nephew Karl, who tries to commit suicide, and on Suzanne's part regarding the fate of her missing husband. In She Talks to Beethoven the fears are more subdued in anticipation of their dissolution.
Stylistically, She Talks also bears some of the marks of earlier Kennedy works, but ultimately this play veers away from extremes and toward a more controlled and reassuring diction. The bloody language and frenzied metaphors of Funnyhouse, The Owl Answers, or even Kennedy's adaptation of the Orestia give way to less vibrant though no less intense refrains of nym and frankopenny trees found in Funnyhouse. In She Talks Kennedy offers quieter exchanges of dialogue focused on historical and aesthetically shared events. African stringed music, Beethoven's pianoforte music, and the lush and sonorous beats of African poetry read by David over the radio provide appropriate musical accompaniments and recitatives for Kennedy (61) . But the most influential of Kennedy's music teachers was Miss Eichenbaum, a woman of Polish descent, who taught her piano. As Kennedy recalls, "The top of her piano was filled with photographs of her family and statues of Mozart, Beethoven and Chopin. At the end of the year, at the time of the recital, she gave me another bust of a composer. It was because of Miss Eichenbaum that I went to see the movie A Song to Remember, the story of Chopin's life" (42) .
The encounter between white music teacher/mentor and artistic black student forged a strong bond and created a formative memory filed away in Kennedy's imaginative rolodex. The bust that Miss Eichenbaum gave Kennedy was a gift of lasting importance. It was especially sig- The color of the engraving does not necessarily correspond to the subject s real color, though many seem to think so. A white man can be made to look black, and a black man, white, in a picture. A dark tint, however, will bring out Negroid features i there are any, as they do in this picture of Beethovenreason, perhaps, why this one is often reproduced in a shade much lighter than the original. Beethoven was described by one who knew him as "blackish-brown" in color. As for his features they have been so Nordicized that as Thayer remarks the dark-skinned, ill-favored little man that was Beethoven would not recognize himself if he were to return. agents of the story's fantastic events and a literal, straightforward depiction of these events" (Fox 2319) . The presence of Orpheus hovering over She Talks to Beethoven is both inevitable and necessary, given Suzanne's power to change meaning into memory. Orpheus is the patron, the guiding spirit, for all musicians, for all artists. His achievements symbolize the quintessential transformational power of music/art. Having accomplished miraculous feats through his music-e.g., charming Pluto and stopping Sisyphus's rock-Orpheus was honored by the gods, and his lyre "became one of the constellations in the heavens' ("Orpheus" 430). Kennedy could not have chosen a better patron than Orpheus to stand behind, yet within, the dialogue between Suzanne and Beethoven.
Orpheus is equally important for the light he sheds on the political message infusing Kennedy's play. As the hero/artist, Orpheus and his quest continue to "represent new developments in the ongoing critical discourse between creative artists and the world in which they live" (Coen 23 ). In his battle against the forces of Pluto and his infernal/corrupt kingdom, Orpheus stands forever opposed to those who would enchain or in any way suppress socially conscious art and artists, one of the major themes of She Talks to (9). Wandering in the woods led Eurydice to be bitten fatally by the snake, which imprisoned her in the underworld.
The idea of liberation that propels the original Orpheus story also motivates Kennedy's couple, especially David Alexander, who can be heard on the radio reading aloud lines about 'liberation" from famed author Frantz Fanon (6). The Orphic voice and situation is captured by David's quoting the following lines from a "love poem of Senghor's":
Be not astonished, my love, if at times my song grows dark ....
Listen to the threats of old sorcerers, to the thundering wrath of God! Ah, maybe tomorrow the purple voice of your songmaker will be silent forever.
That's why today my song is so urgent and my fingers bleed on my khalam. (20) Expressed in an appropriate African context, David is likened in these lines to the legendary Orpheus, lamenting the loss of his wife and fearing her inevitable fate. Very concerned about his wife's safety, like the legendary Orpheus, too, David is portrayed as "the revolutionary poet" (19) whose out-spoken ways make him enemies. Bold and resolute like Orpheus, David challenges a political system that would destroy the truth he must utter: "Alexander was hated by many for his writing on the clinics and Fanon, and for his statements on the mental condition of the colonized patients" (11).
The mental aberrations of the patients, whom David seeks to help, can, in Kennedy's complex allusive universe, be likened to a heightened Orphic state. Being a physician further links David with Orpheus, who was thought to be fathered by the archetypical physician, Apollo. But Kennedy does not replicate the details of the Orpheus myth unchanged. As she did in her response to Fidelio, Kennedy injects subtle variations upon the Orpheus myth in She Talks. She retells the myth from the perspective of a black woman; that is, from the viewpoint of her black Eurydice, Suzanne Alexander. Characteristically, Kennedy dissolves temporal sequences, patriarchal causality, and the traditional notion of character.
As Alisa Solomon perceptively points out, "Character is frequently split in Kennedy's work, her protagonists projected through myriad personae ." (xiv But unlike the protagonists of other Kennedy plays, Suzanne Alexander has no gender axe to grind. No less than his wife, David Alexander is Orpheus ascending in this new world Kennedy is constructing. The sickness, disease, pain, separation, and horor that war produces in Kenn-edy's earlier works have been de-and suffused here. Suzanne Alexander is one of the very few Kennedy heroines who has been healed and saved. And her redemptive closure is accomplished, and, in fact, fortified, through her allegiance to the mutuality of art.
